
Modifying claims that have already been 
paid by Alberta Health

● If I make an error or want to 
change a claim that has 
already been paid, how do I 
change this claim?

● How can I alert StatGO 
agents if I feel there is a 
problem with a paid or 
resolved claim?



How do I modify claims that have already been paid 
by Alberta Health?

Modify the claims yourself directly 

-Usually quick and easy for small changes

OR

Flag the claims for modification by StatGO 
agents

-Our agents are always happy to modify or 
resubmit your claims



Modify Claims Yourself 



Modify claims yourself - Find your claim

Click to select the “Paid or Resolved” tab.  Then find and select the claim you wish to 
change. 



Modify claims yourself - ‘Unresolve’ your claim

Once you find the claim - Enter a ‘reasoning’ to remind yourself/StatGO agents as to 
why the claim was unresolved.  (Your reasoning is internal and will not be sent to 
Alberta Health) 
Then Click 'Unresolve' 



Modify claims yourself - edit the fields

Select the relevant 
tabs and then edit 
the appropriate 
fields.



Modify claims yourself - Submit your claim!

Now submit your claim!
Notice the amount has change reflecting the changed time units. As this is a change we 
use action ‘Change’  



Flag your claim for StatGO Agents



Flag your claim for StatGO Agents

Click to select the “Paid or Resolved” tab.  Then find and select the claim you wish to flag. 



Flag your claim for StatGO Agents: ‘Unresolve’ your claim

Once you find the claim - Enter a ‘reasoning’ to remind yourself/StatGO agents as to 
why the claim was unresolved.  (Your reasoning is internal and will not be sent to 
Alberta Health) 
Then Click 'Unresolve' 



Flag your claim for StatGO Agents - Flag the claim

1. Click the “Notes/Issues” 
tab

2. Enter text explaining what 
changes you want the agent 
to make

3.Click Add and your text will 
appear as a note below -> 
this text will be sent to agents 
as a notification.   If you do 
not enter text here the claim 
will not be flagged.



If you have any questions - please let us know!



Contact us:
Website: www.statgo.ca

Email: support@statgo.ca

Phone: 1.800.516.0818

http://www.statgo.ca/
mailto:support@statgo.ca

